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When the first
CIO of the Year
ORBIE Awards were
presented in 1998,
executives finally
were recognized for
something going
right! 3

Angela Yochem, EVP
and Chief Digital
Officer for Novant
Health, said her
ability to bring about
lasting change is the
common thread for
her career. 4

Valerie Freeman is
the winner of this
year’s Dallas CIO
Leadership Award,
which honors tech
leaders who have
made a lasting
impact in DFW. 6

The annual Dallas CIO of the Year® ORBIE® Awards program honors
chief information officers who have demonstrated excellence in
technology leadership. Winners in the Super Global, Global, Large
Enterprise, Enterprise, Large Corporate, Corporate & Nonprofit
categories will be announced February 20 at the Hyatt Regency Dallas.
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CONGRATULATIONS 2020 DALLASCIO AWARDS NOMINEES
CHIDI ALAMS

JEFFREY DINARD
Highland Homes

Brazos Electric Cooperative

RANDY ALLEN

BRIAN DREVICKY
Supreme Lending

SATYAKI LODH

Borden Dairy Company

TOMMY ALSBROOKS

MATT EMERY

ANDREW MACAULAY

SUMIT ANAND

ZUBAIR FAIZ

SRINIVAS MADDIPUDI

Team Car Care, LLC /Jiffy Lube
Fairway Independent
Mortgage Corporation

Federal Reserve Bank of Dallas

AZZ

ROD LITTLE

TopGolf

At Home

Healthcare Highways

MIKE ANDERSON
Schneider Electric

DOUG FAY

Cinemark Holdings

RAVI MALICK

MADHURI ANDREWS

FRANK FEAGANS

JAN MANNING

Jacobs Engineering

University of Texas - Dallas

Aeroexchange
Vistra Energy
Datascan

PAOLA ARBOUR

WILLIAM FLOYD

TIM MCGUIRE

ELLEN BARKER
Texas Instruments

LARRY FREED

Overhead Door Corporation

STEVE MCLAURIN

DAVID BERNARD

JAMES FROST

THERESA MEADOWS

Tenet Health

Lexipol

Dean Foods

Revolution Retail Systems

MATTHEW BIERI

BRAD FURRY

Tyler Technologies

CHRIS BOULT

Orthofix

Denbury

Mohawk Industries-Daltile

DALE HARWELL

City of University Park

BRYCE MORROW

RAY ANN CACHERIA

ROBERT J. HILLIARD

MURU MURUGAPPAN

Academic Partnerships

JEFF HOLDER

Darling Ingredients

CHRIS HOLM

TGI Fridays

The Beck Group
BNSF Railway

RAJESH NAGARAJAN
Celanese

RYAN NOWLIN

Brinks Home Security

The Perot Companies

Fiesta Restaurant Group

BRENT CHAPMAN

JOAN HOLMAN

JOB OCHIENG

City of Plano, TX

CAROL CLEMENTS
Pizza Hut

JAMES CLENT

Remington Hotels

DONALD COUCH
HealthSmart

JODY DAVIDS
PepsiCo

ROB DAVIS
AsTech

ASHLEY DENISON

Clark Hill

JOHN HURTADO
Dave & Buster’s

RASHMI JAIN

Careington International
Corporation

KREGG JODIE

MATT JOHNSON

Cottonwood Financial

PETER JONES

Commercial Metals

RUSTY KENNINGTON

Acme Brick

JEFFREY KOK

CBRE

Mill Creek Residential Trust

RAMA DHUWARAHA

PAUL LEHMAN

HKS

JOE DIFONZO
Sabre Holdings

CLINTON OSTEEN
Granite Properties

MARK OVERTON
BENNIE PEEK

The Freeman Company

JANYA KIEFFER

HEIDI DIAL

Salesforce

MICHELLE JOHNSON

BRIAN DEVAULT

University of North Texas
System

JO-ANN OLSOVSKY

Greyhound Lines, Inc.

Corsicana Mattress Company

CHANDRA DHANDAPANI

Whitmore

Mary Kay

Caliber Collision
Netrio

Conifer

ROBERT RUCH
CROSSMARK

MIKE SANTIMAW
Rent-A-Center

KARLA SCHACHT

American Heart Association

PRADEEP SETHI
Haggar Clothing

NEELU SETHI
Reddy Ice

Neiman Marcus

NELLSON BURNS

CHRIS CHIANCONE

SCOTT ROWE

Fidelity Investments

Sally Beauty Holdings

RoundPoint Financial Group

Employbridge

SRIDHAR SHARMA

SHERIF MITYAS

JASON CHANCELLOR

JOHN ROSENBAUM

National Life Group

JENNIFER GREER-GLANVILLE
ClubCorp USA

RICH CARON

Exeter Finance LLC

Communities Foundation of
Texas

NIMESH MEHTA

JOE BRENNER

TAMKO Building Products

MICHELE RODGERS

BHARGAV SHAH

SARAH MILLER

Ryan

JCPenney

Cook Children’s Health Care
System

TAMMY GILBERT

Chuck E Cheese’s
Entertainment

THERACE RISCH

Optiv

MAYA LEIBMAN
American Airlines

SCOTT LINDBLOM
Michaels Stores

Bell Flight

STACY PETERSON
Service King

RAMA PRASAD
Copart

RICK RAWLINGS

One Technologies
Mr. Cooper

MICHELLE SHEFFIELD
BenefitMall

BRIAN SHIPMAN
Heritage Auctions

GREGORY SHOEMAKER
BKD , LLP

PRASANNA SINGARAJU

Young Presidents Organization

MANJIT SINGH

Toyota/Information Systems

MARTY SMITH
Abatix

TREY SMITH

MIC Global Services

STEPHANIE STEWART

Pioneer Natural Resources

MARK STONE

Texas A&M University System

JOSEPH SUDOMIR

Texas Health Resources

BILL SWIFT

Brierley+Partners

ROBERT TAYLOR
Fluor Corporation

MARCO THORNTON
Baron & Budd

TAREK TIMOL

D.R. Horton

Hallmark Financial Services

PATRICK RAYBALL

GERTRUDE VAN HORN

GM Financial

ROBERT J. RAYES
Corgan

DAN REYERO
PLH Group, Inc.

NCH Corporation

STANLEY VICTRUM
Dallas County, TX

DOLLY WAGNER-WILKINS
Worldwide Express

STEVE REYNOLDS

ROBERT WALDEN

DIONE RIGSBY

KATHLEEN WAYTON

Onyx Centersource

Nexstar Media Group

Epsilon

Southwest Airlines
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CELEBRATING CIO SUCCESS

W

hen the first CIO of the Year ORBIE
Awards were presented in 1998,
something magical happened.
Executives responsible for leading
technology were recognized for something going
RIGHT! CIOs were inspired to raise the bar and
sharpen their leadership acumen.
The role of the CIO can be overwhelming.
Transforming legacy processes to digital, securing
the enterprise from end-to-end, and delivering
customer experiences to compete and win in the
digital economy requires courageous leadership.
Too often in the past, CIOs and technology leaders
were only noticed when something didn’t work.
There had been little appreciation and understanding
of the technical complexity, rapid change and
sophistication required to deliver secure, scalable,
reliable systems to support digital business. But
now, with Dallas CIO, the CIO community has a
platform and voice for recognition, and a compelling
peer group where steel sharpens steel, keeping IT
executives at the top of their game.
The Dallas CIO Leadership Association (DallasCIO)
provides a unique peer-based approach where
CIOs maximize their leadership effectiveness, create
value, reduce risk and share success. By convening
North Texas’ leading CIOs in environments where
the conversation is private and candid, and with
experiences where members own the program agenda,
CIOs build meaningful professional relationships with
colleagues facing similar challenges.
In any gathering of 20 CIOs, the answer is in the
room. A project one CIO is about to undertake has
recently been completed by a peer across the room.

What was their experience? What did they learn?
What would they do differently? What vendor
expertise can they rely on? How might other CIOs
benefit from sharing their experiences?
Peer-based leadership groups have incredible ROI
when leaders share a common problem set. The
vertical/industry and size/scale may be different,
but similar approaches to effective leadership and
problem solving are transferrable. There is little
correlation between a firm’s financial resources
and the quality of their ideas. If this were true,
financial institutions would own innovation. Every
leader’s perspective is valuable and contributes to
the conversation - and everyone wins when leaders

Vision
Yours matters more than ever
Do you see the role of CIO as all about technology? Look again. To
lead your company through rapid change, you’re expected to deliver
growth, performance, and security.
You’re positioned to set digital strategy and create a culture of tech
fluency and talent. Deloitte can help you achieve your vision with
insights, connections, career support, and custom services to fit the
ever-changing needs of today’s CIO.
Congratulations to the Dallas CIO of the Year® ORBIE® Awards finalists.

Only see possible at deloitte.com/us/cio
Copyright © 2020 Deloitte Development LLC. All rights reserved.

engage, share ideas, experiences and best practices.
For over twenty years, InspireCIO members have
been motivated by witnessing the success of their
peers through the annual CIO of the Year ORBIE
Awards — but this is just the tip of the iceberg. By
joining DallasCIO, technology executives take their
leadership to the next level through year-round,
member-led, non-commercial programs. The power
of CIOs working together — across public and private
business, government, education, healthcare and
nonprofit organizations — creates enormous value
for everyone.
Together, we are transforming our organizations
with technology and enriching North Texas and our
world. On behalf of DallasCIO, I congratulate all
of the CIO of the Year ORBIE Award nominees and
finalists on their accomplishments, their leadership
courage, and share our gratitude for the sponsors,
underwriters and staff who have made the ORBIE
Awards and this recognition possible.
Thank you for another great year of inspiration in
Technology Leadership and Excellence!

Gertrude Van Horn

DallasCIO Chair
SVP & CIO, NCH Corporation
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KEYNOTE SPEAKER — ANGELA YOCHEM

Variety has prepared her
for a ‘transformational’ role
with this health care giant
BY ROB SCHNEIDER
rschneider@bizjournals.com
214-706-7128, @DBJrobschneider

A

ngela Yochem, EVP and Chief
Digital Officer for Novant Health, is
responsible for increasing access to
care for the communities her company
serves.
That means delivering consumer efficiencies,
differentiating technologies and creating advanced
clinical solutions for the $5-billion nonprofit health
care company.
Yochem has had an impressive and extensive
career with companies in varied industries such as
Rent-A-Center, BDP International, AstraZeneca and
Bank of America — just to name a few.
She said her ability to bring about lasting change
is the common thread that holds all of these jobs
together.
“In almost every case, the positions I’ve held have
been designed as transformational roles,” Yochem
said. “Early on, this could have been about scaling
large transactional systems or building out modern
competencies for large companies, but in recent years
my roles have been about business transformation,
building new business models and lines, advanced or
emerging technologies and differentiating capability.”
Yochem will be giving the keynote address at the
Dallas CIO of the Year ORBIE Awards on Feb. 20. It’s
an event that recognizes the executives in that role
who have demonstrated excellence in technology
leadership.
She said her speech will be a mix of her leadership
philosophy as well as fun stories from her career.
Yochem said the transformation that she’s been
a part of requires a clear understanding of impact,
an ability to deal with complexity and be aware of
context as well as building strong relationships.
“These are cross-industry themes, and they have
served me well in health care as we go through our
own industry transformation,” she said.
We asked Yochem additional questions about
unconventional players in the health care market as
well as the counter-intuitive role AI will play in her
industry in the future.

What’s the biggest challenge facing
your organization in 2020, and
how do you plan to overcome it?
Health care is becoming increasingly fragmented as
unconventional players enter the consumer market.
That means that many acute care facilities will be on
the receiving end of a longer journey for its patients
that might include encounters/engagements across
a variety of entity types in advance of ever entering
a hospital. Providing what feels like a cohesive
experience will be difficult for hospitals outside of
an integrated system, and outcomes will be more
difficult to predict.

What opportunity over the next
year has you excited?
I continue to be thrilled with the intersection of
technological advances and scientific discovery. The
ways we diagnose and treat conditions, the way we
engage our patients and their families, and the ways
in which we can support our team members and
clinicians are all changing rapidly, and this will only
continue at an increasing pace.

What is something people aren’t
expecting that will change the
industry in the next few years?
I see an exponential increase in the use of AI and
learning algorithms, which in the health care
industry will (counter-intuitively) make patient care
more human-focused. As we introduce the precision
and extreme personalization made possible by
our unprecedented access to data and AI-based
solutions, our physicians, advanced practitioners
and clinical teams can focus on the person – the
patient — with greater intensity and less distraction
than ever before.

How did you get into your
current industry?
The vision for digital expansion and transformation
at the senior-most levels of our company — our
CEO, our board and our executive team— was
compelling to me, and of course the mission of our
health care system is to make our communities
healthier. So you can imagine how intrigued I was
by the opportunity to serve our communities using
the skills and experience I’ve built across a variety
of industries, and to build a team of superstar tech
leaders with the appetite to contribute to society
in a foundational way. This is a powerful place to
be, in an industry experiencing the best kind of
disruption.
This Q&A has been edited for brevity and clarity.
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“In almost every case, the
positions I’ve held have been
designed as transformational
roles. Early on, this could
have been about scaling
large transactional systems
or building out modern
competencies for
large companies,
but in recent years
my roles have been
about business
transformation,
building new business
models and lines,
advanced or emerging
technologies and
differentiating
capability.”
ANGELA YOCHEM

BRYAN BAZEMORE/BAZEMORE STUDIOS
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“I’m amazed that
it’s lasted that
long and that
I’ve loved what
I’ve been doing
all these years.
A few years ago
my company
received the Dallas
Ethics Award.
… What’s really
important to me
is my reputation
and operating
with ethics and
integrity.”
VALERIE FREEMAN
JAKE DEAN

LEADERSHIP AWARD — VALERIE FREEMAN

FREEMAN HONORED WITH
DALLAS CIO LEADERSHIP AWARD
Valerie Freeman didn’t know she was
going to become an entrepreneur. She
was an instructor at El Centro College
in the business division when an IBM
sales representative stopped by and
asked her to look at something.
“I followed him to the IBM offices
where they had a huge $50,000 piece
of metal called an IBM MT/ST with a
magnetic roll in it,” said Freeman, CEO
of Imprimis Group, BravoTech and
FreemanLeonard. “I was hooked.”
And with that, Freeman began
what would be a massive legacy and
impact in the DFW technology space.
“I really fell in love with this new,
emerging office technology called word
processing,” she said. “Nothing like
that had ever hit offices before and I
found it fascinating.”
Where others saw a fad, Freeman
envisioned a new, emerging technology
that would become her future. She
soon left teaching to start a business.
Freeman is the winner of this year’s
Dallas CIO Leadership Award, which
honors technology leaders who have
made a lasting impact in North Texas.
Freeman started her entrepreneurial
career by training people to use this
new technology and then placing
them in jobs. She was also consulting
business owners what to buy and how
to buy and configure it.
“I was so busy, I really didn’t think
about anything else,” she said.
Freeman started with Imprimis

Group, and as new software allowed
better graphic design on computers,
her business evolved to fit that (Art
Squad, which later moved into
Freeman+Leonard.) Then came
BravoTECH, which specialized in IT
placement.
Anserteam, a national managed
service company followed, as did a
computer training center called ACE
(Accelerated Computer Education), A+
CAD for computer-aided design and
drafting and the first Internet bank in
Dallas (BankDirect.)
“I really didn’t want to be all things
to all people,” Freeman said. “I wanted
to concentrate on the things I felt that
we were really good at and that we
really could be experts in.”
Through the years some of
businesses were sold off or folded into
other businesses. Currently, Freeman is
involved with Texas Women Ventures,
and PRiMEWOMEN Media, a content
service for women over 50.
Dorthy Miller Shore, President and
CEO of Prime Women, said Freeman’s
legacy to DFW business will be in the
quantity and quality of the businesses
she’s been involved with.
“I think her legacy is going to be just
how many businesses she’s helped be a
part of and get going,” Shore said. “It’s not
just one thing that she’s tied herself to.”
Freeman said she is most proud of
the fact that she’s still standing after 37
years.

“I’m amazed that it’s lasted that
long and that I’ve loved what I’ve been
doing all these years,” she said. “A few
years ago my company received the
Dallas Ethics Award. … What’s really
important to me is my reputation and
operating with ethics and integrity.”
She hopes her legacy will be as
someone who supported DFW women
in technology in every conceivable way.
“All those things that help women
succeed,” Freeman said. “And that’s
what I hope my legacy is, that I’ve
really helped a lot of women succeed in
the technology space.”
Barbara Baffer, Vice President at
Ericsson, said Freeman is a brilliant
example of women’s leadership in
North Texas.
“Not only as the founder of her own
successful businesses but demonstrated
in her extraordinary ability to drive
organizations such as the Executive
Women’s Roundtable — all focused on
the success of women in business,”
Baffer said.
Freeman said her biggest challenge
starting out was that she lacked
credibility.
“No one thought I was serious about
a business,” Freeman said. “Everyone
thought I would get married, have
children and that’d be the end of me.
And that’s what they thought about all
women back then. But, of course, we
proved them wrong.
“We do have better access to

capital if we want to start a business.
It’s not where it should be, but it is
improving.”
Freeman said she has numerous
technology heroes but is especially
inspired by the Dallas women who are
CIOs in big companies like Ellen Barker
at Texas Instruments, Michelle Johnson
at Freeman, Neelu Sethi at Reddy Ice
and Chandra Dhandapani at CBRE.
“I know what they’ve been
through,” Freeman said. “All of those
women, and there are many more,
that have risen to the level of CIO. They
should be honored.”
Freeman said the best career advice
she ever received was about building a
network.
“I always say that your network is
your net worth, and I give that career
advice to a lot of people,” she said. “I
know there are a lot of young people
out there that don’t like to network,
and I tell them that they have to get
over it. They have to be able to build a
really robust network, both in person
and online because they need that for
their career progression.”
Rose Manjarres, SVP — IT for ATW,
said Freeman is deserving of this
honor.
“Whenever there is an opportunity
to promote women in technology,
Valerie is present and a true advocate,”
Manjarres said. “She is an inspiration to
me and many, many others.”
— Rob Schneider
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CIO ORBIE AWARDS FINALISTS RECEPTION
Finalists gathered on Jan. 22 at the Dallas Country Club for recognition and a night of fun

Orbies finalists
were given a
plaque — and
socks — as they
were announced.

Orbies finalist
Paola Arbour and
others were asked
to come to the
front to receive
their mementos.

Orbies finalists
take a group
photo after
being recognized
(above) and
then take a selfie
(right).

PHOTOS BY
ROSS STEWART

The audience
was given fun
facts about
the honorees,
including
Michelle Johnson,
(above) and
A. Ravi Malick.
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NONPROFIT/PUBLIC SECTOR
NOT-FOR-PROFIT ORGANIZATIONS

TOMMY ALSBROOKS

SVP & CIO, Federal Reserve Bank of Dallas
Alsbrooks is responsible
for information technology
services and the Electronic
Payments Solutions Center for
the Eleventh Federal Reserve
District. He began his career
at the Dallas Fed in 2003.

SUCCESS STORY
Tommy Alsbrooks is Senior Vice President and CIO of the Federal
Reserve Bank of Dallas. Tommy is a visionary leader who oversees
several important operations that contribute to the stability of the U.S.
economy. He exemplifies honesty and integrity; leads by example; and
is a coach and mentor. Tommy is a leader in the community and very
active in his church, New Beginnings at Mt. View Community Church,
serving the needs of local communities. He serves on the Dallas
Mayor’s Child Poverty Action Lab (CPAL) board of directors. CPAL’s goal
is to cut childhood poverty 50% within a single generation.

CHRIS CHIANCONE
CIO, City of Plano

Chiancone is a strategic
thought leader with over
20 years experience
delivering advanced hardware
and software solutions for
private corporations and
public sector organizations.

SUCCESS STORY
“Over my career, I have had the opportunity to be mentored by some
of the industry’s most profound leaders, and, mentor some of the most
remarkable technologists and up and coming leaders in the industry.
It has truly been an honor to be nominated, not to mention a finalist,
for such a prestigious award ... which is made up of so many talented
CIOs. In the near future, technology will lead the way for change, new
ways of delivering services, curing ailments and disease, and hopefully
making the world a better place to live for all.”

THERESA MEADOWS

SVP & CIO Cook, Children’s Health Care System
Meadows’ team covers
infrastructure, applications,
telecommunications, and
program management.
Prior to that, she served
as a cardiac nurse and as
a Regional Director for
Ascension Health Information
Services.

SUCCESS STORY
“I navigated Cook Children’s through a challenging reassessment of
our electronic medical record platform. There was a large amount of
dissatisfaction from using two separate electronic medical records.
The lack of integration was impacting patient care. In March 2018, we
converted to a single electronic medical records and revenue cycle
system. This involved a big bang go live approach at 80+ locations.
We are able to complete this implementation on time and on budget.
The implementation was awarded the designation of ‘Good Install’ by
our electronic health record vendor which resulted in a rebate to the
organization of approximately $750,000.”

PRASANNA SINGARAJU
CDO, YPO

Singaraju has held
several leadership roles in
technology including product
management, architecture,
engineering, operations and
delivery and has established
himself as an enterprise
technology executive.

SUCCESS STORY
“My biggest accomplishment would be the big turn-around — technology,
people/culture and leading the business transformation. From a bogged
down, disheartened and disengaged IT team, legacy on-prem application
suite, waterfall process, widespread negative sentiment around all
technology platforms, business partners that gave up on IT and an alltime low end user adoption and engagement on the technology platforms
to a Digital delivery team of passionate, ‘fearless’ — raring to fail,
collaborative and high-performing team of believers that led the business
transformation and resulted in a revived end user base with greater than
150% YOY increase in technology platform adoption/engagement.”
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Building a legacy for families
Martha Smith leads next era at Kapiolani Medical Center with new tower

COMPANIES

MPLOYEES
Year
founded2
1907

1905

1934

Logistics services

Top local executive(s), email(s)

Logistics, with solutions including the transportation of
packages and freight and the facilitation of international
trade

Deryl Hill

Global provider of multimodal logistics services, fresh
produce sourcing and information services

John Wiehoff, john.wiehoff@chrobinson.com

Family-owned and operated truckload carrier

1988

Truckload, LTL and intermodal transportation; logistics
management

1904

Richard Murphy Jr.

Asset (truck) based freight solution provider

Todd Gilbert, tgilbert@valleycartage.com

1978

Integrated third-party logistics, project management,
warehousing and distribution, reverse logistics

Darren Nelson

1991

Nationwide transportation, last mile home delivery,
specialized furniture transportation

Alan Meehan; Charles Martin,
chuck.martin@mfscorporate.com

1935

1989

1925

1969

3PL, including full carton, broken carton, and direct to
consumer distribution for e-commerce and e-commece
orders
Truckload, LTL, air freight, intermodal, local pickup and
delivery, warehousing, fulfillment, courier, dedicated
drivers, truckload brokerage, small package
Asset-based 3PL, freight forwarding, freight
transportation, fulfillment, warehousing, distribution
management
Transportation brokerage, white glove transportation,
rollouts, hospitality and health care logistics, asset
recovery
Software logistics, customs clearance, global and
domestic transportation, compliance, air and ocean
services, courier

AUSTIN BUSINESS JOURNAL

Michael Patterson,
michael.patterson@kingsolutionsglobal.com

Central Texas 2017 EY Entrepreneur
Of The Year winners chosen at
downtown awards gala

Dann Battina

Joseph Pelletier, joep@shipnorthstar.com; J.P. Winker;
Richard Boynton

1997

Transportation management, reverse and inbound
logistics, freight claims, transportation accounting
Full door-to-door services in North America and parts of
Europe and Asia

Alan Weiner

3PL warehouse storage, cross-dock operations, local
delivery, pick/pack assembly, food grade warehouse
storage

Kathy Forester, kforester@strategicwarehousing.com

1980

1948

LTL, truckload freight, logistics, warehousing

1979

Local cartage, over the road trucking, truckload service,
LTL, warehouse
Full-service LTL, truckload-over-the-road carrier with
flatbed, stepdeck, van, reefer, conestoga and specialty
equipment

1991

1988

2015

Air, sea, truck, imports, exports, customs clearance

Specializes in platform and industrial freight

LTL, bulk, cross-dock, flatbed, heavy haul, refrigerated

1990

Expedited, trade show, project work, event management,
data center relocation and trans border

1983

LTL consolidation and distribution, truckload
transportation; storage and managed logistics services of
dry, refrigerated and frozen foods, ingredients

2006

3PL company offering over-the-road, intermodal and rail
moves, specializing in transporting food and related
products
2 In the metro area

s chief executive officer of the
Kapiolani Medical Center for
Women and Children, Martha
Smith wanted to ensure the legacy she left
behind would not be about her but about
the hospital and its ability to meet Hawaii’s
need for specialized care.
So when she saw that Hawaii’s main hospital for women and children didn’t have the
space to adequately provide family-centered
care, she built one.
The project began 10 years ago, two years
after Smith joined Hawaii Pacific Health,
and broke ground in 2014, opening last
summer.
Kapiolani’s new Diamond
Head Tower is a reflection of
what Smith saw was missing: private rooms for the
comfort and personal
CEO, KAPIOLANI MEDICAL CENTER
space of young patients
FOR WOMEN AND CHILDREN
and their families, a
Address: 1319 Punahou St.,
pediatric intensive care
Honolulu, HI 96826
unit, and the best techPhone: 808-983-6000
nology and equipment
Website: kapiolani.org
for better patient care and
Martha Smith in the hospital’s new Diamond Head Tower.
greater efficiency for physiPhysician Angela M. Pratt, said Kapiolani Medical Center has grown to
cians and staff.
chair of Kapiolani’s department compete with medical centers in cities with
“It is an exciting time, and it has
of obstetrics and gynecology, called greater resources.
been very gratifying to see new patients
“Hawaii has everything to be proud of in
move in,” Smith said. “Nothing like a new Smith an outstanding leader whose contributions and efforts are deep and far-reaching. Kapiolani’s many recognitions, distinctions
facility to get everyone rejuvenated!”
“I enjoy working with Martha and respect and healthcare innovations,” Kwock said.
And there is still more construction to be
Smith relies on face-to-face interaction
done. The hospital plans to add a new emer- her work and intentions,” Pratt wrote in supgency room and another patient tower with port of her nomination. “She is an effective to ensure information and feedback can
and highly competent leader who is also a flow among all groups — physicians, nursthe expected completion year of 2025.
In addition to this physical achievement, wonderful person to partner with, because es, staff, patients, families, vendors, insurers,
Smith has worked to ensure everyone is she cares, participates fully and makes other health care providers and many others.
She also works to motivate staff, conveying
working together in constant communica- meaningful contributions.”
As the chairman of the board of direc- the idea that what they do matters and has
tion to embody the company’s vision.
Kapiolani delivers 60 percent of the tors for the medical center and as a practic- an immediate effect on the community, and
babies born in Hawaii, so maintaining a ing physician, Douglas Kwock has first-hand meets regularly with physician leaders and
sense of trust in the community is crucial experience working with Smith. He said departments to check in and ask what supto the company’s vision, Smith said, and “unequivocally” that she has made Hawaii a port they need.
Smith also volunteers her time for many
emotional connections help maintain those better and healthier place for everyone.
“Martha’s job is very high pressure and causes.
relationships.
She is currently a member of the boards
“Good communication skills are essen- not easy by any means, but she performs
tial to making sure people understand your her CEO responsibilities coolly, effectively of the Girl Scouts, Child and Family Service,
mission, and making a connection with peo- and efficiently with energy and passion,” he Chaminade University and Aloha Care and
serves as chair of the American Heart Assople is 99 percent of getting the point across,” wrote in support of her nomination.
Through Smith’s stewardship, Kwock ciation’s Heart Walk.
Smith said.
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Twelve highly skilled business leaders who
have guided seven Central Texas companies to
success across a wide spectrum of
sectors were presented with the top awards Friday at the 2017 EY Entrepreneur Of The Year gala
sponsored by Ernst & Young LLP at the down-

fast-track
Mike Rothmeyer, sbamsp@sbaglobal.com
Mike Vant, mike@crowwing.net

town JW Amanda
Marriott Austin.
Kimberly Chisholm, kimc@logisticpartnersmn.com;
Thomas, athomas@logisticpartnersmn.com
The winners were chosen

from a noteworthy
group of 26 finalists from 21 companies, all of
whom have pushed their companies to the top of
the pack in their respective industries. These rewinners will now move on to the national
EY Entrepreneur Of The Year awards program
set for Nov. 15-19 in Palm Desert, Calif.
Daniel Harris, dan@stonearchlogistics.com
Austin Business Journal subscribers can read

Brian Anderson, banderson@andersoncargo.com

Justin Bratnober
gional

exclusive Q&As about each one of the local winners and finalists in a special publication in the
June 16 edition.
This year’s 26 finalists are:
•
Bobby Jenkins Jr., president, ABC Home &
Commercial Services
•
Jeff Eastman, co-founder and CEO, Alchemy
Systems
•
Todd Bartee, CEO, Aquasana
•
Chad McNair, CEO, Aspen Beverage Group
•
Charles Thornburgh, founder and CEO, Civitas
Learning
•
Ivan Giraldo, president, Clean Scapes LP
•
Darin Brannan, CEO, ClearDATA
•
Joe Ross, president and co-founder, CSID
•
Tracy Hayes, president, CWS Corporate
Housing
•
Brad Bynum, co-founder and president; Mike

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

MARTHA SMITH

Howard, chairman and CEO, Howard Energy
Partners
Garrett Martin, CEO, MileStone Community
Builders
Jessica Honegger and Travis Wilson, co-CEOs,
Noonday Collection
Michael Landa, CEO, Nulo Pet Food
Sean Greenberg, Mark Greenberg Jr., Dave
Paul, co-owners, Pluckers Wing Bar
Patrick Terry, founder and CEO, P.Terry’s
Bjorn Reynolds, CEO, SafeGuard World
International
Daniel Hansen, chairman, president and CEO,
Summit Hotel Properties Inc.
Tim Koxlien, CEO, TeleQuality
Communications Inc.
Heather Brunner, CEO, and Jason Cohen, cofounder and CTO, WP Engine
Greg Stock, CEO, Zenoss Inc.

Ivan Giraldo

August 11, 2017 on page 14. It has been reprinted by the Minneapolis St. Paul Business Journal
017 Minneapolis St. Paul Business Journal, 333 South Seventh Street, Suite 350, Minneapolis MN 55402

President | Clean Scapes LP
What do you know
now that you wish
you knew when you
started your company?
To always stay focused
on the core of the business. For a time, we
attempted to diversify,
but we soon discovered
that going back to the
basics was the way to
go. You must be careful
not to dilute the main
focus of the company.
This article appeared in the online edition of the Austin Business Journal on June 9, 2017. It has been reprinted by the Austin Business Journal
and further reproduction by any other party is strictly prohibited. Copyright ©2017 Austin Business Journal, 504 Lavaca Street, Suite 1008, Austin TX 78701

This article appeared in Pacific Business News on November 11, 2016 on page B20. It has been reprinted by Pacific Business News
and further reproduction by any other party is strictly prohibited. Copyright ©2016 Pacific Business News Honolulu, 737 Bishop Street, Suite 1590, Honolulu HI 96813
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Top local executive: Deborah Charlton, CEO
What’s unique
about your
company’s
work culture? The PMR culture
Description:
Property
management
company
is one that is based on values and being a “family.” We strongly believe
Number of local employees: 51
in putting the relationships with our employees first and giving back to
the communities in which we operate in. We take pride in truly getting
What’s
your company’s
worktoculture?
PMRwant
culture
to knowunique
each ofabout
the employees
that come
work forThe
us and
the
is
one that
is based
on values
and being a “family.” We strongly believe
utmost
success
for each
of them.
in putting the relationships with our employees first and giving back to
the communities in which we operate in. We take pride in truly getting
If we were to ask employees, “What three things does your company
to know each of the employees that come to work for us and want the
SPONSOR COMPANY NAME HERE (50%BCK)
do to make work enjoyable?” what would they say? 1. Strong support
utmost success for each of them.
from the management team, allowing employees to have multiple
resources for questions and concerns; offering an open-door-policy
If
were to ask 2.
employees,
“What
three things to
does
your company
forwe
suggestions.
Being given
the opportunity
participate
in the
SPONSOR COMPANY NAME HERE (50%BCK)
do
to Gives
make work
whatlends
wouldhelping
they say?
1. Strong
support
PMR
Back enjoyable?”
program, which
hands
to charitable
from
the management
team,
employees
to have
organizations
in our city.
3. allowing
Family-like
atmosphere
thatmultiple
allows
resources
questions
and
concerns;
offering
anmore
open-door-policy
employeesfor
to get
to know
each
other and
unite as
than just cofor
suggestions.
Being
given the opportunity to participate in the
workers,
but more2.as
friends.
PMR Gives Back program, which lends helping hands to charitable
organizations in our city. 3. Family-like atmosphere that allows
Describe some specific ways you help employees with career
employees to get to know each other and unite as more than just coLOUISVILLE BUSINESS FIRST
development. PMR offers on-the-job training from our internal
workers, but more as friends.
operations department that provides administrative employees tools
to be successful in their positions. Ongoing training is also available
Describe
some
specific
help employees
with career
when needed.
PMR
providesways
Graceyou
Hill training
to all employees,
which
LOUISVILLE BUSINESS FIRST
development.
offers on-the-job
training
from
our internal
allows them thePMR
opportunity
to take online
courses
specific
to their
operations
positions. department that provides administrative employees tools
to
beprogram
successful
in their
positions.and
Ongoing
training
is also
available How does employee happiness affect your company’s bottom line? support from management and the ability to advance in their careers.
This
enhances
knowledge
offers new
avenues
for learning.
when
needed.
PMR provides
Grace Hill training
to all employees,
We
promote
involvement
in industry-related
organizations
such aswhich
local PMR owner Deborah Charlton has always believed in putting employees
allows them
the opportunity
to take
online
courses
specific
to their first, and in her career has followed the philosophy that, “When you What bonus or incentive programs do you offer employees? Monthly
apartment
association
chapters,
Institute
of Real
Estate
Management,
positions.
etc. This serves as a networking tool and tool for enhanced knowledge. take care of your employees, they will in turn take care of the real bonus structure for new leasing, renewals and other administrative
How does employee happiness affect your company’s bottom line? support from management and the ability to advance in their careers.
This program
enhances
knowledge
and offers
new
avenues
learning.
Finally,
we always
do our
best to promote
from
within.
We for
believe
that estate.” This philosophy is very important to us, as the real estate that duties; quarterly bonuses based on property performance; Quarterly
PMR owner Deborah Charlton has always believed in putting employees
We
involvement
in industry-related
organizations
such
as local
our promote
employees
are our most
valuable asset
and wish to
have
long we manage is the bread and butter of our company.
safety bonuses (promoting a safe working environment); and company
first, and in her career has followed the philosophy that, “When you
apartment
association
bonus
incentiveplan.
programs do you offer employees? Monthly
relationships
with eachchapters,
of them. Institute of Real Estate Management, We strive to offer our employees rich benefit packages, on the job What
matched
IRAor
retirement
take
care
of
your
employees,
they
will
in
turn
take
care
of
the
real
etc. This serves as a networking tool and tool for enhanced knowledge.
bonus structure for new leasing, renewals and other administrative
L O U I based
S V I Lon
L Eproperty
B U S Iperformance;
N E S S F I RQuarterly
ST
Finally, we always do our best to promote
from within. We believe that estate.” This philosophy is very important to us, as the real estate that duties; quarterly bonuses
This article appeared in Louisville Business First on August 4, 2017 on page 12. It has been reprinted by Louisville Business First and further reproduction by any other party is strictly prohibited. Copyright ©2017 Louisville Business First, 462 South Fourth Street, Suite 450, Louisville KY 40202
our employees are our most valuable asset and wish to have long we manage is the bread and butter of our company.
safety bonuses (promoting a safe working environment); and company
relationships with each of them.
We strive to offer our employees rich benefit packages, on the job matched IRA retirement plan.

LOUISVILLE BUSINESS FIRST

This article appeared in Louisville Business First on August 4, 2017 on page 12. It has been reprinted by Louisville Business First and further reproduction by any other party is strictly prohibited. Copyright ©2017 Louisville Business First, 462 South Fourth Street, Suite 450, Louisville KY 40202
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Address: 963-965 Baxter Ave., Louisville
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Top local executive: Deborah Charlton, CEO
Description:
Property
management
company
Address:
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Baxter
Ave., Louisville
Number of
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Website:
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CORPORATE FINALISTS
UP TO $500 MILLION ANNUAL REVENUE

HEIDI DIAL
VP & CIO, HKS

Dial oversees an IT portfolio of over
$10 million in services globally. Prior
to her selection as CIO, Heidi has held
several senior leadership roles with
the AEC industry. She participated
in large-scale ERP implementations,
oversaw globally dispersed data
teams, and led multiple full-scale
development programs.

SUCCESS STORY

“Over the last couple of years, HKS has gone through a strategic realignment
firmwide. Technology is a key pillar in all sectors for driving value. My experience in
the AEC industry and my ability to partner with the business to enable change was
instrumental in my selection as CIO. I was given the ability to reorganize and reshape
the department to better align skillsets to help HKS move to a digitally driven firm.
We have made great advancement in this direction and have transitioned the group
from a support organization to one that is helping lead the firm through innovation.”

ROB HILLIARD

CIO, Academic Partnerships
Hilliard has over 25 years of
experience delivering innovative
technology and business solutions
in the education, digital marketing
and media industries. Prior to
joining AP, Hilliard was CIO at
Laureate Education, Inc, supporting
Walden University and a group of
online university partnerships.

SUCCESS STORY

“I arrived with a mandate to provide more transparency and improve the
relationship across all of the business teams. To drive improvement, we have
focused on learning the business, building relationships overall, improving how
we do IT and developing a strategy to facilitate innovation and growth. We have
provided transparency by developing and communicating business-driven IT
strategy. We have improved relationships with the cross-functional teams and
are placing emphasis on effectively managing IT and implementing better, more
collaborative solutions. We are now better aligned with our business partners in our
mission of expanding access to affordable, top quality higher education.”

JOAN HOLMAN
CIO, Clark Hill PLC

Holman has been in the legal industry
since 2013. She is responsible for all
strategic and operational aspects
of Information Technology and the
Legal Library for the firm. Prior to
2013, she spent over two years at
Sigma-Aldrich as the Senior Director
of Portfolio Management, Customer
Service and eBusiness.

SUCCESS STORY

“The start of our digital transformation is my greatest accomplishment. During the
past year, we have taken many steps to transform how the firm uses technology
and move IT from a utility function to a value added aspect of the business. To
achieve these changes, we have mobilized our team, developed a unified working
environment, migrated solutions to cloud based technologies and implemented
new collaboration and communication platforms. These foundational changes have
created the platform that we are now using to deliver greater business value.”

RUSTY KENNINGTON
CIO, Corsicana Mattress Company
Kennington was recruited in 2017 to
be the CIO for Corsicana Mattress
Company, to help fuel significant
business growth and transformation.
Previously, he was Vice President of
Enterprise IT for Brinker International.
He also worked at Ernst and Young
and MCI, and cofounded a software
solution delivery company.

SUCCESS STORY

“We had a very tall order when I got here in late 2017 to take the technology
capability of this company to new levels. I inherited some great, but underutilized,
talent and brought in some new skills, and this team has done incredible work.
Technology is at the forefront of this transformation that has created new ways to
design, sell, manufacture, deliver, and support our products and customers. We are
now more efficient and more valuable to our retailers. It’s amazing what can be done
with a great team and when the entire leadership team sees the value of technology.”

NEELU SETHI
SVP & CIO, Reddy Ice

Sethi has over 23 years of
experience in the CPG, hospitality,
healthcare and textile industries.
Prior to joining Reddy Ice, Sethi held
various executive positions with
ClubCorp, Dr Pepper Snapple Group
and McKesson. She has successfully
led IT Operations delivering broad
range of business solutions.

SUCCESS STORY

“As a business leader, my greatest success at ReddyIce was my ability to fly the
plane while I was building it: (1) I was able to turn around a very difficult situation of
failed ERP implementation which in turn drove transformational change by digitizing
enterprise’s fabric. It is very rewarding to build an innovation environment which
has positioned ReddyIce back on a growth path. (2) I have personally transformed
from being a Chief Information Officer to Chief Integration Officer who has learnt
to weave organization’s integration fabric through creative mix of courage, strategy,
execution, results, technology, engineering and storytelling skills.”
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MATT BIERI

EVP & CIO, Tyler Technologies
Matt joined Tyler in 2010 and
previously, served as CIO at A.H. Belo
Corporation. Before that, he held
various executive roles at EDS’ human
resources outsourcing organization,
as well as chief information officer
and chief development officer for The
Feld Group.

SUCCESS STORY

“Significant accomplishments always involve people and growth. There is an
individual who has grown from a technical specialist in an individual contributor
role into a true leader. He has taken on new responsibilities in areas where he
had no experience in and is thriving. He has learned how to listen and lead and
continues to work on his ability to talk about complex technical issues in a way that
the average person can understand. He’s come a long way from being a ‘techie
head’ and is on his way to a CIO role in the not-too-distant future.”

JENNIFER GREER-GLANVILLE
CIO, ClubCorp

Greer-Glanville is a senior IT
executive with more than 25 years
of hands-on IT delivery, strategy and
leadership. Prior to ClubCorp, she
served in various leadership roles
at Sysco Corporation, Cadbury PLC
and Accenture.

SUCCESS STORY

“My greatest achievement as CIO has been continually improving IT’s partnership and
alignment with the business. Jointly, we work together to deliver our strategy to transform
ClubCorp into a world class lifestyle company. IT’s focus is on providing advanced
and reliable technology platforms which enable the transformation, while improving
our member and employee experience and driving operational efficiencies. We have
achieved this with a focused and dedicated IT organization who are a real partner with
the business. I am so proud of all that we have accomplished together at ClubCorp.”

MARK OVERTON

SVP & CIO, Greyhound Lines, Inc.
Overton is well-versed in
strategic planning, operational
optimization, strategic delivery,
& global collaboration. He has a
clear vision of how to implement
process improvements, alongside
a collaborative service leadership
viewpoint.

SUCCESS STORY

Since rejoining Greyhound in January 2018 as SVP and CIO, Mark Overton has
re-defined the company’s technology strategy by transforming and modernizing
the technology solutions. Mark partnered with the commercial and operations
teams to deliver revenue and savings initiatives. He has recruited top talent to build
a dynamic leadership team that has a successful track record of execution. Mark
is leading Greyhound’s innovation team and is working in conjunction with the
executive team to ensure that Greyhound is poised for the future.

MICHELE RODGERS
CIO, Exeter Finance LLC

Rodgers leads the technology
organization which includes setting
the strategy, development and
implementation of new technology
solutions that drive business value.
Prior to that she served at Santander
Consumer USA and SoftLink
Solutions, Inc.

SUCCESS STORY

“My greatest accomplishment has been building a talented and effective team to
provide transparency about the state of IT to our executive leadership team and board
of directors. This has been accomplished by defining a multi-year IT strategy that
incorporates a clear, measurable and actionable plan for executing all information
technology services, which most importantly are aligned with overall corporate strategic
objectives and are agreed-upon by business stakeholders. The strategy is based on
providing a scalable, efficient and cost-effective technology platform that enables
continuous growth and profitability for the company through well-managed principles.”

GREGORY SHOEMAKER
CIO, BKD, LLP

Shoemaker’s team delivers critical
services and systems to the firm and
its clients. During his career, Greg
has held a number of IT management
positions within a variety of industries
including manufacturing, financial
services, software development and
professional services.

SUCCESS STORY

“Much of my success can be attributed to the amazing people in our great firm. My
predecessor started moving the IT department down a path of success ten years
ago. He’s the one who really deserves an award. Five years ago, I picked up where
he left off, and I have been making tweaks and improvements ever since. Today, we
are bigger, faster and stronger than we’ve ever been. We push ourselves to improve
every week, month and year. I am blessed to work at such a great firm. I’m honored
to represent and lead our IT team.”
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SUMIT ANAND

Chief Strategy Officer & CIO, At Home
Anand began serving as the CIO in
2018 and has recently added Chief
Strategy Officer role to his set of
responsibilities. Prior to joining At
Home, Mr. Anand was the Senior Vice
President of Information Technology
from 2015 to 2018 at Signet Jewelers,
a large specialty jewelry retailer.

SUCCESS STORY

“I started as the CIO almost 2 years ago and one of the major challenges that I had
to solve for was to ‘re-brand IT.’. I am glad to share that apart from delivering various
technological capabilities for the organization, my team and I were able to establish
IT as ‘value-first’ team and a key enabler within the organization. Recently, my role
has expanded and as the Chief Strategy Officer (CSO), I am now responsible for the
Corporate Strategy and IT for the entire organization. A big thank you to my team
for their leadership and support.”

JEFF DINARD
CIO, Highland Homes

Dinard is charged with defining
and setting the strategic vision for
technology that will drive efficiency
and profitability for the brand, while
also leveraging current and futurestate technologies. Prior to Highland
Homes, he was an executive at
several companies in the restaurant
industry.

SUCCESS STORY

“The highest impact accomplishment was the completion of the ‘BuildPro Project.’ From
the administration of Purchase Orders for materials to the scheduling of suppliers/
trades during construction through to the invoicing/payment for goods and services,
the process of building a semi-custom home is complicated and dynamic. We partnered
with Hyphen Solutions to implement ‘BuildPro.’ Construction teams now leverage a
mobile device to manage a bi-directional platform connecting Highland’s ERP, the
BuildPro application, and a supplier/trade portal. The result is simplified Purchase Order
Management, a single interface for scheduling, managing, and communicating with
suppliers/trades, and a streamlined and automated invoicing/payment process.”

STEVE MCLAURIN
VP & CIO, Denbury

McLaurin has more than 30
years of experience working with
leading organizations and helping
them manage their information
technology solutions. Prior to joining
Denbury, McLaurin was a partner
with PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP,
IBM and SolomonEdwardsGroup.

SUCCESS STORY

“I joined Denbury in 2011 as CIO prior to the significant down turn in oil prices and
the impact that had on the energy industry in general. Optimizing all aspects of
the IT department while maintaining the same level of support and service quickly
became a big challenge. Teamwork was key and the right team members are
imperative. My team is half of the size it was 2011, but the team is amazing. Today
my lean IT team supports more with less because we have continued to roll out
additional systems and technologies while supporting the core legacy systems, too.”

BHARGAV SHAH

SVP & CTO, One Technologies
Shah brings over 19 years of
experience in the technology field
spread across consulting and
corporate roles. Prior to coming on
board, Bhargav served as SVP, Chief
Information Officer at Pier 1 Imports.
Before that, Bhargav worked for
IntegraCore, LLC and at
Overstock.com.

SUCCESS STORY

“The greatest accomplishment in my current role is the people and our technology
strategy. Through my past experiences, I knew that two biggest pillars of success
for any organization is a sound strategy that people can buy into and having a great
team of people to deliver on that strategy. Working with my leadership team, we
established a Technology strategy and vision for the organization. However, it was
the people in IT and the teams that really made the difference. They accomplished
several key projects and drove immense business value inspite of several challenges
including project setbacks and hiring shortfalls.”

TREY SMITH

CIO, MIC Global Services
Smith has with 20-plus years of
leading enterprise teams with one
foot in infrastructure and the other
in software development. Prior to
joining MIC Global, Smith was chief
information officer of Innovation
Group North America and served
in various IT leadership positions at
Bank of America Securities.

SUCCESS STORY

“We provide IT to three very different companies — Aviation, Bulk Fluid Storage,
and a Natural Gas Utility. I created a completely new IT department with a new
culture to love our customers and deliver excellence at every opportunity via a major
in-sourcing/outsourcing effort and building new teams inside IT. I also focus on
transparency — honesty at every turn. The result? A great team attitude and trust
across the organization. Seeing our team receive praise from our customers the best
reward ... and it’s all due to a great effort from great people! I’m so proud of our team
and their accomplishments!”
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Congratulations to all the
Award Winners and Nominees!

Team Datamob

DATAMOB is a modern NO COST* GLOBAL IT SOURCING AND CONSULTING FIRM
supporting companies by identifying ideal technology solutions and aggressively
negotiating pricing and terms for IT contracts on their behalf.
*That’s right we won’t charge you a dollar, but will save you plenty. Typically we cut costs by over 20%!
Global Connectivity

. Data Center . UCaaS . SD-WAN . Cloud . CDN . Security . Equipment . Mobile . SaaS

DATAMOB.IT

sourcing@datamob.it
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LARGE ENTERPRISE FINALISTS
OVER $3 BILLION ANNUAL REVENUE

PAOLA ARBOUR
EVP & CIO, Tenet Healthcare
Arbour oversees the leadership
and strategic direction for
Tenet’s information technology
(IT) systems. With more than 30
years of experience, she served in
vaarious roles at ProV International,
ServiceNow and Dell Services.

SUCCESS STORY

“I am most proud of the launch of our Voice of the Customer Program, which began
a cultural movement around listening, engaging, collaborative design thinking and
shared problem-solving. This led to the creation of IT as a Service and has become
the bedrock of everything we do. We always start by asking: Will it drive a change
in the customer experience? Can we re-purpose savings to create initiatives in our
innovative roadmap? What part do we automate? I am in awe of my team and their
enthusiasm in rolling up their sleeves to make such a difference in the company.”

JOE BRENNER

CIO, Sally Beauty Holdings
Brenner is responsible for leading
the IT strategy supporting the
company’s multi-year transformation
plan. He joined SBH after servings
as global CIO for Signet jewelers,
and previously spent 10 years at
Target Corporation.

SUCCESS STORY

“Over the past two years, Sally Beauty Holdings as been on a business transformation
led by significant technology investments. Execution of the technology roadmap:
Deployed new POS to over 2000 stores in 2019 and will be completed in March 2020;
Delivered 6 modules of JDA to merchant and supply chain teams in 2019 with rollout
to distribution centers scheduled to be completed in 2020. Focused on transforming
the company’s digital strategy through a combination of platform upgrades and
creating new delivery capabilities. Re-platformed Sally Beauty website and created
new mobile application to support the launch of the new Loyalty program.”

ASHLEY DENISON
CIO, Caliber Collision

Denison has worked for Samsung
Telecom, TGI Fridays and AMX
before landing at Caliber in
2011, where her team enables
tech, implements business and
manages everything from email to
network apps to help desks and
cybersecurity.

SUCCESS STORY

“While I won’t go so far as to say my team at Caliber has changed an industry by
inventing a system, I am confident that we’ve perfected and advanced existing
business practices when it comes to data and technology communications. In the
end, people are the tech, and tech enables fast-paced growth. I’m blessed to be
surrounded and supported by my team, which helps make us wildly successful. I
know we’re doing something right: When I arrived eight years ago Caliber had 86
locations. Today we have over 1,100.”

A. RAVI MALICK
SVP & CIO, Vistra Energy
Malick is responsible for ensuring
the reliability, security, continued
development, and management
of the company’s technology
platforms.Previously, he worked
for TXU Energy and Energy Future
Holdings.

SUCCESS STORY

“I consider the greatest accomplishment in my current role to be transforming the
culture, technical environment, and operating approach of the technology services
organization to change the way the enterprise views it from a reactive cost center
to be managed to a value oriented and strategic driver of company growth and
success. Through proactive engagement with our business partners, employing
a user experience approach, and focusing on what matters in our business, Vistra
Energy’s technology services has truly become a high performing organization.”

KATHLEEN WAYTON
SVP & CIO, Southwest Airlines
Since joining Southwest in 2004,
Wayton has held various roles in
both the Technology and Strategic
Planning areas. She has more than
20 years of experience in the travel
and transportation industry, with
roles for both Sabre and AA.

SUCCESS STORY

“My greatest accomplishment at Southwest was our cutover to our new reservation
system, Amadeus, in 2017. Our system had to be live by May 9th because of our
integration with AirTran. We had an amazing team who transitioned our system we
used for 30 years and delivered our new reservation system flawlessly. It was one of
the most historic moments in Southwest history and, without a doubt, the greatest
accomplishment I’ve experienced in my career.”
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We congratulate Matt Bieri
and the other finalists
of the CIO of the Year
ORBIE Award for 2020.
Thanks for your leadership
in providing technology
to build stronger, more
connected communities.

Matt Bieri
Chief Information Officer
Tyler Technologies

Congrats
to all of the
2020 Dallas
CIO of the
Year Awards
finalists!
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MICHELLE JOHNSON
EVP & CIO, The Freeman Company
Johnson is in charge of all
applications, infrastructure and IT
Operations across all Freeman’s
divisions and companies. Prior to
joining Freeman, Michelle held a
variety of IT leadership roles for more
than 10 years at companies such as
Deloitte Consulting and FedEx Office.

SUCCESS STORY

“Currently, my greatest success is collaborating with my team to pursue continuous
improvements in alignment with our Freeman enterprise vision and business partners’
success. We have evolved our IT organization structure and focus to allow more
transparency and partnership. Our delivery processes are more agile and efficient.
We continue to introduce technologies that improve usability and speed to market.
Collectively, this has resulted in user experience reactions such as: ‘So intuitive, easy to
navigate and understand’ and ‘I can’t recall other apps being improved this fast.’ This
encourages use to elevate our dynamic delivery muscles for the strength of Freeman!”

SHERIF MITYAS

Chief Experience Officer & CIO, TGI FRIDAYS
Mityas has oversight for the brand’s
Strategy, Marketing, Operations,
Technology and Digital efforts.
Mityas has more than 20 years
experience in the retail and
hospitality industries in both senior
consulting and executive industry
roles.

SUCCESS STORY

“I am most proud of the teams and organization that we have created at TGI
Fridays. We longer operate as just the IT or Marketing or Operations department,
but as integrated ‘guest-first’ teams that come together and accomplish amazing
things on behalf of our Brand and consumers. An organization that doesn’t think
of IT as a separate function, but as an integrated and equal strategic partner.
The opportunities it has provided for every member of our teams to contribute in
different ways and enhance their own personal and professional development is the
best outcome I could ever hope for!”

RAJESH NAGARAJAN
VP IT & CIO, Celanese

Nagarajan joined Celanese Americas
in 2002. He has extensive
experience in leadership and
consulting and previously worked
for BearingPoint, a technology and
consulting firm before returning to
Celanese in 2008 in several roles
before becoming CIO.

SUCCESS STORY

“My greatest accomplishment as the CIO has been positioning IT as an enabler
of business growth. Our company is undergoing a shift in our operating model
that requires increased customer centricity. We took a three-pronged IT strategy:
improve our technology platforms to enable growth, accelerate value creation
leveraging emerging technologies and, protect our critical data and assets. I have a
seat at the table in our Leadership forums to advocate the role technology can play
in supporting our growth strategy. I am the Digital Evangelist for the company and
am leading a Digital Transformation to further advance our growth.”

RAMA PRASAD
SVP & CTO, Copart

Prasad has been serving as SVP &
CTO of Copart, since 2014. Prior to
that, he served as SVP & CIO of Gogo
and held senior IT management roles
at companies like US Cellular, Hewitt
and Orbitz. He started his career in
telecommunications at Sprint and
AT&T.

SUCCESS STORY

Rama Prasad has been CTO of Copart since August 2014. In these 5 years, he has
built a strong IT organization of 700 people, including 250 employees in an offshore
Technology Center in India and helped Copart grow its revenue from $1.1 Billion
to $2.0 Billion and successfully enter new global markets like Germany, Spain and
Finland. Copart auctions salvage cars on the Internet in 11 different countries to
buyers from more than 120 countries, using a patented auction platform called VB3.
Copart was recently recognized by Used Car Week as the 2019 Innovator of the Year.

GERTRUDE VAN HORN
SVP & CIO, NCH Corporation
Under Van Horn’s leadership, the
NCH IT team has a successful track
record of delivering enterprise
class global manufacturing, sales
and distribution solutions across
56 countries. She is committed to
empowering the next generation of
leaders.

SUCCESS STORY

“IT’s greatest achievement is significant IT transformation, and the ability to absorb new
capabilities as NCH continues to innovate.
- Supporting innovation with emerging technologies like robotics process automation.
- Reinventing and improving global CRM, order and contract management
- Enhancing security by moving critical applications to the cloud, upgrading global
networks, protecting data privacy.
We invest in IT’s culture. We leverage internal talent – retraining, re-skilling , retaining
valuable NCH business knowledge and global expertise. That makes us a better partner
with deeper business understanding, able to envision and build solutions faster, and
ultimately avoid millions in external labor costs.”
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BUSINESS TRANSFORMATION THROUGH
DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION
Digital Transformation

DevOps

Quality Engineering

Next-Gen

www.qentelli.com

T EC H N O LO GY S T RAT EGY,
DESIGN,
A R C H I T EC T U R E ,
AU TO M AT I O N ,
A P P L I C AT I O N D E V E LO P M E N T
@ THE ENTERPRISE LEVEL
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MADHURI ANDREWS

SVP and Chief Digital & Information Officer, Jacobs
She brings 25-plus years of
experience leading business
and IT as well as global digital
strategies for major firms
across a variety of industries
to a company in the midst of
an evolution from a traditional
engineering firm into a
solutions company.

SUCCESS STORY
“I have found that the critical element of true innovation is about
cultivating a new way of thinking and behaving to change the
outcome. Data, technology and innovation are so vital in transforming
today’s world. The building of the society of tomorrow is going to be
enhanced through data. For organizations to make positive and lasting
contributions to the betterment of society, as well as to encourage
business growth and to create new opportunities for value, they are
going to rely more and more upon technology professionals to be at
the forefront of those efforts.”

CAROL CLEMENTS

Chief Technology Officer, Pizza Hut
Clements oversees the
brand’s eCommerce channels,
restaurant technology,
delivery technology, and
data technology. Prior to
joining Pizza Hut, she worked
for Southwest Airlines
and as a consultant with
PricewaterhouseCoopers.

SUCCESS STORY
“The successful launch of Pizza Hut’s new tech-focused subsidiary, Pizza
Hut Connect. Pizza Hut Connect brings together Pizza Hut’s strong
technology teams with recently-acquired QuikOrder to drive growth
through technology innovation. This talented team has transformed Pizza
Hut’s mobile ordering experience and restaurant delivery technologies
to make it easier for our customers to get their favorite pizza. Most
importantly, Pizza Hut Connect lays the foundation for continued
technology innovation that will allow us to better serve our customers,
team members and franchisees.”

TAMMY GILBERT

CIO & Head of Corporate Technologies, Fidelity Investments
Gilbert is responsible for
providing technology to
Fidelity’s corporate functions,
ensuring strong digitally
enabled capabilities that
protects Fidelity’s brand
and support the Fidelity
employees.

SUCCESS STORY
“Over the past three years, Fidelity Investments has created a strategy
to evolve our innovation culture to an agile, flexible method of delivering
value, in smaller, yet more powerful increments. We give our employees
a frictionless environment with modern and mobile technology, making
it easier to get work done. What truly energizes me is seeing the teams
react to their own success in driving business change and value. Being
able to quantify the results builds a strong sense of pride and ownership,
as well as a thirst to do even more.”

JO-ANN OLSOVSKY
EVP & CIO, Salesforce

Olsovsky oversees Salesforce’s
global IT organization
including technology strategy,
Salesforce on Salesforce,
customer and partner
enablement, applications,
infrastructure, collaboration,
enterprise operations,
architecture, and program
enablement.

SUCCESS STORY
“I am 18 months into my Salesforce role. The greatest accomplishment
in this short time is positioning our organization for scale and growth.
We — and I say we because it’s definitely not just me — have done
this in a few key ways. First is hiring great talent (including right here
in Dallas). Next is expanding our technical capabilities and global
capacity. Last is renewing the partnership with both our internal
business partners and external customers. This has been a rewarding
exercise, as I’ve greatly enjoyed the chance to connect with others and
learn how we can support their success.”
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Open technology
built for change
Red Hat is proud to support
The Ally Challenge
presented by McLaren

Copyright © 2020 Red Hat, Inc. Red Hat and the Red Hat logo are trademarks
or registered trademarks of Red Hat, Inc., in the U.S. and other countries.

INSPIRECIO
LEADERSHIP NETWORK
InspireCIO is the preeminent executive peer leadership organization of
chief information officers. Local chapters convene leading CIOs and foster
meaningful relationships by hosting non-commercial, member-led programs –
helping CIOs gain leadership advantage.

NEWYORKCIO

www.InspireCIO.com
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